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Kasei shinpen (JJ1�f)rffi, literally New Volumes for the Public Welfare), an encyclopedia running 

to more than one hundred volumes, was translated into Japanese from Dutch by many Dutch 

learners (Rangakusha, M ��) from 1811 to the 1840s. Although it was not completed and 

remained in manuscript form during this era, as one work of Dutch learning (Rangaku, JmJj!), I 

think it is a superb sample for studying historical information about cultural exchange during the 

Tokugawa Period (iI;ciB�1-t, 1603-1868) in Japan, Dutch Leaming, and the ideas of Japanese 

scholars and of the era in general. 

1. Bibliographical Information: From Europe to Japan

Thanks to Itazawa (1932, pp.949-994) and Ishiyama (1979, pp.89-104), some bibliographical

information concerning the manuscript of the translation and different versions of the original text 

have been verified. Since a lot of relevant material was not available to either of them, I will here 

present a brief introduction to the encyclopedia working from previous research and other digital 

books that I have collected. 

The original text of Kasei shinpen is a French book with the title Dictionnaire Oeconomique. 

The book was first published in Paris in the year 1709, and was written by a Frenchman named 
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Noel Chomel ( 1632-1712), who was a priest of Saint Vincent in Lyons2>. The first edition was a 

folio containing l, 200 pages, and was divided into two volumes. Three years later, the author 

died, but in the same year, one supplement was published. After that, the book was expanded and 

reprinted many times. So far, I have found five editions in the Bibliotheque Nationale de France 

and on Google Books: one from 1718, one from 1732, two from 1741, and one from 1767. In the 

last edition, there were three volumes and nearly 3,000 pages. 

In 1725, an English translation, entitled Dictionaire Oeconomique, or The Family Dictionary, 

based on the second French edition of 1718, was published in London. It was reprinted in Dublin 

in the years 1727 and 1758. A German translation of eight volumes appeared in Leipzig from 

1750 to 1757. 

In 1743, the first Dutch translation, consisting of two volumes of 1,500 pages, entitled 

Huishoudelyk Woordboek, was published in both Amsterdam and Leiden. This Dutch version, too, 

was expanded and reprinted repeatedly. With the title Algemeen Huishoudelijk-, Natuur-, 

Zedekundig-, en Konst- Woordenboek (lit. General Household, Nature, Ethics, and Art Dictionary), 

it grew into seven volumes in the second version ( 1768-1777, 1778) and then into sixteen 

vohunes including nine sequels 3l. 

This is the publication history of the book in eighteenth century Europe; what about in Japan? 

I don't know the exact year of its arrival in Japan, but I think it was not very long after publication 

of the Dutch version. In fact, there was already reference to it in the beginning of 1773, in one of 

letters by Sugita Genpaku (�EE3tB, 1733-1817), who was the main translator of the Kaitai 

shinsho (�Hl:fJrlf, lit. New Text on Anatomy, 1774). Sugita regarded it as a work on medical and 

surgical treatments 4). 

As Ishiyama (1979, p.97) has pointed out, it was also referenced in the Komo zatsuwa (;r,I=§ 

fla!, lit. Idle Talk about Ang-mo, 1787) and Rangaku kaitei (M��ff.lr,, lit. Ladder to Dutch 

Learning, 1788); according to the latter, there were two Dutch versions, one consisting of two 

volumes and the other of seven volumes, collected by Japanese. 

In 1811, the Tokugawa Shogunate, on the advice ofTakahashiKageyasu (r'eoTl*1j, 1785-1829), 

ordered two Dutch learners, Baba Sadayoshi (J!fi:l:� ffi[ El3, 1787-1822), an interpreter from 

Nagasaki, and Otsuki Gentaku (:;kJ!l13ti!J, 1757-1827), a doctor from Sendai, to translate the work 

from Dutch. The translators noted that they had a version of the Dutch book that contained eight 

volumes (Baba & Otsuki, 1811, Section 1, Introduction to the Draft Translation rnsHi*JJ1/1li::k:¥:J, 

in Kasei shinpen, Vol.I) s). In fact, they had the version that included seven volumes; the other 

volume was from the sequels because they said it was an encyclopedia of seven volumes with one 

more supplement. They also said that they heard through Hendrik Doeff (1777-1835), the Dutch 

commissioner in the Dejima Trading Post in Nagasaki from 1803 to 1817, that the Dutch version 

had 18 volumes (Baba & Otsuki, 1811, Section 3). The number 18, I think, is a mistake, however. 
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Besides these two translators, other scholars also participated in the translation and revision, such 

as Utagawa Genshin (*B3Jll:t�, 1770-1835), Sugita Rikkei (�B3}'[¥NP, 1786-1845), Otsuki 

Genkan (::kt!ll.:t�, 1785-1838), Udagawa Yoan (*B3J111i!ttt, 1798-1846), Minato Choan OJ 

-:&'tc, 1786-1838), and Koseki Sanei (1J,iYF=- �, 1787-1839), Otsuki Gento (::kt!ll.;t:$:, 1813-

1842), Mitsukuri Genpo (Jt:11!=fijiJf, 1799-1863), Sugita Seikei (:tiB3JIJGYNP, 1817-1859), and 

Takenouchi Gendo (tt!AJ:trol, 1805-1880). Yet in spite of the efforts of so many talented 

scholars during a 30 year-period, this translation work, which was massive, was not completed. I 

don't know why exactly the translation task was not completed. I suppose that it was because of 

the Bansha no Goku (tH±O)aiR). With the indictment, scholars who criticized the government's 

isolationist policy (j)WJgiJ&�) were put into prison by the Shogunate. Koseki, one of the 

translators of the encyclopedia, committed suicide in 183 9. The task of translation was surely 

influenced by his death. After the death of the last translator, Udagawa Yoan, the translation 

stopped completely, and the encyclopedia remained in manuscript form. 

The manuscript written for the Shogunate is kept in the Aoi-Bunko Collection (�::'tJlJ, books 

and publications collected by the Shogunate) of the Shizuoka Prefectural Central Library. Seventy 

volumes of the manuscript were first printed in 1937 (the Vol.XIV and Vol.XV is a separate 

summary of medical matters and medications; the XXXI and Vol.XXXII are lost). Later, another 

thirty-two volumes (eight of them are overlapping) were discovered; the entire set of hundred 

volumes was published photographically in 1978. 

Sugimoto (1998, p.117) points out that manuscripts other than those in the Aoi-Bunko Collection 

are available today. I have summarized his research data and mine into the list following: 

List 1. Collectors of the Manuscripts of Kasei shinpen

Collector Volumes 

University of Tsukuba Library 5 

Kagoshima University Library 57 

Shizuoka Prefectural Central 132 
Library 

National Diet Library 11 

Miyagi Prefectural Library 88 

Waseda University Library 8 

Kyou Shoku 3 

Note 

Anonymous, Medical Treatments ( §mfi�� z -) , Beer I (� 
?�*-), Field I (:tfu±�*-), Collections (�l�), 
Collections on Fields (±-fu±�iJt), Plants VI (&=.:f'it!fi��ZA) 

In :f. il!. )(f,J 

Hundred volumes titled Kasei shinpen;thirty-two Kasei shinpen

iji ranya (�&=_;$Jr*fnl§�f'i:�) 

In 1:JtJli:::CJ,J (Two of Udagawa Genshi, four of Udagawa 
Yoan, one book including 3 volumes of Baba Sadayoshi, 
Otsuki Gentaku, Udagawa Yoan) & B#XJeJ (Two of Wine 
and Beasts, one on Plants IV, Collections on Fields II) 

In 1:Jtj_l)(f,J, one of contents, some are under the title Seikei

sanya (&=. it•*) 

One of Introduction to the Draft Translation, one of Iji ranya

bassui mokuroku (§$fi*t!r.'\': § i}), manuscripts of 
Udagawa Genshi and others 

Udagawa Yoan 
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So far I only have collected parts of these documents; some are translators' drafts, and others have 

been copied on condition of anonymity. I don't know the details of every manuscript. I have 

found from the website of the National Institute of Japanese Literature that there are also other 

manuscripts in Toyo Bunko and Seikado Bunko Art Museum, but I haven't checked the 

information yet, so I will do a more detailed survey on them later. 

2. On the Title and the Term of Kosei

I have said that the original text is titled Dictionnaire Oeconomique. In fact, I have shortened it.

The main title of this book, in French, English, and Dutch, is: 

Dictionnaire oeconomique, contenant divers moyens d'augmenter et conserver son bien, 

et meme sa sante. ( 1709, French) 

Dictionaire oeconomique: or, The Family Dictionary. Containing the most experienced 

Methods of improving estates and of preserving health. ( 1725, English) 

Huishoudelyk woordboek, vervattende vele middelen om zyn goed te vermeerderen, en 

zyne gozondheid te behouden. ( 1743, Dutch) 

In 1811, Japanese translators entitled it Kasei shinpen. They said that if the title is translated 

literally, it means: 

Dictionary of improving estates and of preserving health, remedies, and methods of 

physical and other arts. (Baba & Otsuki, 1811, Section 2) 

��ffl•5*���m�$�Hfflfi�Ufil 

They also explained: 

Huishoudely[lij]k means that each family has a profession and makes a living. It may be 

translated as housheng in Chinese. In the "Counsels of Great Yu" of the Shu Jing, there is 

this sentence: "there are the rectification of (the people's) virtue, (the tools and other 

things) that supply the conveniences of life, and the securing abundant means of 

sustentation - these must be harmoniously attended to."6) Note: Rectify virtue, to lead 

subjects; provide benefit, to improve estates and preserve citizens' lives. If these are 

attended to harmoniously, good politic will be achieved. So this term is suitable. (Baba & 

Otsuki, 1811, Section 4) 

ff*1 ;z_*'7?v-+ J tPb!'/"i§RTtL!fA�*�l5&1:>-ftL-f'tLO)�giH:-ttD 

11i&1:> G i6 '""- � � 4 t 11, -:J 1li'f�cb D � tLv:fl1l! t cb-c J\Jf� t 1b 11,b�� i6 '""- LfH� 

O):k�itH:IE v fltU vffl!J v�'lt_JO t 5e.'""-f.= 6 +00\: -Cjj:H:::ft i IE L -C £1, -Cr i$ 
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V' ffl tflJ Lt .!J, tJ!:t t ¥ Lc't t J!j[b Lt £L.lx t�b = ':I (J)1'f;fD-ttv\pfrg��If&:ij 0 

t ij 0 � n; \ J!:�g! 1: V' t.= t c/,.d: -� iJ1ftD L) 

They thought the Dutch word huishoudelyk, which means domestic or household in English, 

corresponded with the Chinese term housheng (J!j[c't) from the Book of Documents (fi16!r), which 

is one of the Five Classics in ancient China. They were searching for authoritative evidence for 

the term that they used in their translation. 

For the word, Woordboek ( Woordenboek), which means dictionary in English, the translators 

said that it means a book that gives and explains terms for things (Baba & Otsuki, 1811, Section 

4:1'.'.l"-JvF · 7·'77J ;\ t!Dt-fhGJJ.�21J(J)1fyg!O)!rcv)bJJ,ij0). They connected the 

European dictionary with the Eastern documents, Inkai (f!Jl�), Inpu (f!JJ#), and Setsuyashii. (i'i11 

ffl #:). The former two are dictionaries on Chinese poetry rhyme, while the latter is a Japanese 

dictionary. This was because they found that all of them were edited in alphabetical order. 

Although the text might have been translated as Kasei inpu, for example, because of the difference 

in content, they decided on Shinpen, and titled their translation Kasei shinpen (Baba & Otsuki, 

1811, Section 4). 

Admittedly, there is also another translation of the title from that era, Seikei sanya (c't 'ilt��), 

which is seen in the manuscript held in the Miyagi Prefectural Library. That manuscript was a 

copy given to the Sendai Domain by Otsuki Gentaku. In the front-page, the title Kasei shinpen was 

replaced with Seikei sanya. In terms of the reason for this change, Sato Shosuke ( 1993, pp.134-

142) points out the translation was a secret task under the Shogunate, and that Otsuki changed the

title of his copy to avoid risk. 

Nowadays, in Japan, kasei is used in the organization name, Kosei Rodosho (J!j[c't§}{f,}j�, the 

Ministry of Heath, Labor and Welfare), whose meaning is the same as that of Kasei shinpen. But 

why was seikei chosen? Otsuki had referred to it with the name of Kyoka sanya (}�hi-��) long 

before (Otsuki, 1788, Vol.II, p.23b). Which one is right, or is there some mistake? To eliminate 

this doubt, some etymological knowledge may be useful. 

The original title of the encyclopedia is Oeconomique Dictionnaire. Oeconomique, an adjective, 

is written as economique in modem French and economic in English. It is derived from the Latin 

oeconomicus and the ancient Greek oiKovoµtK6c; (, iJ, 6v). It means management of a household 

or family; hence, it has the meaning of thrifty, frugal, and economical (Linddel & Scoll, 1940). In 

the English translation, therefore, the title was kept and an English explanation, "the family 

dictionary," was added, so the term seikei and kyoka, too, are correct. 

Here I will refer to China. Yan Fu (mHl, 1854-1921) and Liang Qichao (*��, 1873-1929), 

two scholars from the late Qing period, translated political economy or economics into jixue ('llt 

*) and shengjixue (c'til"t*), although those terms were replaced by the Japanese loan word 
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jingjixue (keizaigaku, K!iJlf�). Many scholars have discussed this topic already, but I think that 

the question still needs to be explored further from the point of view of etymology and the related 

issue of kosei. Because this is a very complex question, I am simply pointing it out here and will 

do further research on it later. 

Japanese translators wrote an introduction to the contents, which is translated from the title page 

(Baba & Otsuki, 1811, Section 2) 7>. They roughly divided the manuscript into Plants (1'.i'i!G), 

Livestock and Fowl (1ff;@;!G), Technology (;j'�:L75!G), Medicine (Vti), Pharmacy (��U!G), and 

Fishing and Hunting (iia.it!G). In terms of modem learning, it contains knowledge of physiology, 

zoology, botany, agriculture, horticulture, physics, medicine, astronomy, etc. They also said they 

would classify it when they finished translation of the encyclopedia (Baba & Otsuki, 1811, 

Section 4). 

3. Japanese Style

Japanese scholars translated the text from Dutch, but why didn't they read and translate it directly

from French? That is because of the Tokugawa Shogunate's isolationist policy. As you know, the 

government closed the country from the 1630s to 1853, when the arrival of the Black Ships of 

Commodore Matthew Perry opened the country to the world again. In that era, no one from 

Western countries, except Holland, was permitted to enter Japan, and no Japanese was allowed to 

leave his country. Thus, Japanese scholars were only able to learn Western languages through 

Dutch businessmen or doctors. 

Although the document was first written in French, it was translated into Japanese from Dutch. 

Today we expect translated works by Japanese scholars to be composed in Japanese, but this was 

a very rare phenomenon in that era. Shen (2010, p.66) has examined the entirety of translations 

in Dutch Learning since 1774, in which year the first full-blown translation of the Kaitai shinsho 

was translated from Dutch and published in kanbuntai OJJtltl, classical Chinese). He finds that 

most translations were composed in kanbun or kanbun kundokutai OJJtiJllllJ'itl:, Sino-Japanese). 

If we have some knowledge of Confucianism in modem Asia, we can much more clearly 

understand this situation. Kuwabara (1993, p.257) points out that all Japanese scholars naturally 

had received Confucian educations since their childhoods. Almost all Japanese intellectuals could 

read and compose in kanbun or kanbun kundokutai. 

But with Kasei shinpen, the official task of translation was carried out in Japanese. The translators 

explained: 

We received an order to translate this Dutch book. To achieve the Shogunate's aim to 

make many more people, even peasants or laborers who lack education, able to read and 

understand it, we tried our best to translate it into simple and clear Japanese (Baba & 
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Otsuki, 1811, Section 4). 

(JJ:t;J<O]ij�O);j<OJ§UJrt..: i::1*1ifl� TL*-% �1n'IJ,@t�H:l:fi � "r)l. < xT i:: 0vt i::;;fff zp--\N%ff 

)G��� i6 !llf�I�O)iU::�7.i :1--Z: � < 2: n�inh--ct�< 2: tl�:!1.� LAffl i·tlJ-t±

L66 Iv c �tlf:f;rDJ§lJtt!iffi1tP¥1D �-W G c T« L) 

In a word, they thought it would be more accessible to common people, especially those who 

lacked education, if the document were written in Japanese. They also said that it was much more 

1mderstandable if they translated the text into Japanese ( 1;§-Jt� '.:jc:) first. They or other scholars 

would revise the unrefined translation and make it more elegant (Baba & Otsuki, 1811, Section 

9). 

The fact that they composed the work in Japanese is symbolic of a gradual change in status of 

kanbuntai and kanbun kundokutai and Japanese. During this process, Chinese and Chinese culture 

began losing their respected position, while Japanese began to be recognized as an important 

means for translation. Perhaps the process of change was very long and slow. As a linguistic 

phenomenon during the history of Japanese, I think, Kasei shinpen is very special. 

4. On the Latin

In the Japanese translation, I have found Latin and some Japanese transliterations of Latin words.

Why was there Latin in the works translated from Dutch? What was the level of proficiency of 

Dutch learners in Latin? To solve these puzzles, I will shift my discussion to Latin studies 

amongst Dutch learners. 

In Vol.I, some terms are marked with katakana (Jtflf'.l"t) transliterations of the Latin, for 

exampJe 8l :

List 2. Five Terms of Chinese, Dutch, and Latin 

Translated Term Transliteration of Dutch Transliteration of Latin 
1 � [Eagle] 7-'T'77 Jv [Adelaar] 77f17 [Aquila] 

7-v:;,,-J-- [Arend]
2 fi., [Magpie] 7-'7 AT Jv r [Aakster] 1::::° tJ [Pica] 
3 - [JL'Ji,:, peafowl] 7-JvA · 7- r [Aarsvoet] ::r- 1J ;z. >' 71,:.z. [ Christatus] 
4 - [ {'§:R�, Albatross] 7 Jv7\ ], DA [Albatross] Y::r-y17:;,,-;z. [Exulans] 
5 - [¥�'Ji,:, Auk] 7 Jv'7 [Alk] r Jv,;, [Torda] 

But where did translators get these Latin terms? 

In general, each term was annotated in both Latin and Dutch in the second Dutch version, which 

was the reference work for Japanese translation, meaning that translators could perhaps 

transliterate Latin terms fairly easily. In Kasei shinpen, the two translators explained their reasons 
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for glossing the Latin terms: 

In the draft, Latin terms for some translated words are mentioned. In Europe, where 

Holland and France are, Latin has been treated as a common language since ancient times, 

and it is also the origin of every national language. Although there are lots of different 

names in different languages, Latin terms are treated as the common ones for 

communicating with each other. Generally, everything has a tenn in Latin and one in every 

national language. It's similar to our having a Chinese term and Japanese one for things in 

this country. (Baba & Otsuki, 1811, Section 15) 

(ffi rcp'Bf1�0��m i:: Fsi 4 ff.i'ffll� t v'b 1b 0) � tc:tff.i'ffll t v>br,ix�E':.}:JHI �aJllWtt��� 

��0-ffl:J'r.O)�� t.t vJ f::1i 0 �JI·! rep v::ifili" 6 c!J3lU: vJ 0) §il'/H:: -C:!'tl�OO § %$0)* 

it t.t vJ t t.t 0 tx i:::!'t!tootnJJ\-f n-c·ni= iPLt vJ cb n t 1h ��m 0t8Zifll�J\ � O)ff.i'ffll

� � U -C "rJJ,. < ifil;f{Fi" 6 1b 0� L � flJ\ll:tt�.::. -c 1PJ� t Wf b 4) 0) ;\ ff.i'fflJii:fBZ0)�1PJt.t 

vJ t JFi"t::16 t.t vJ JO":< � n�fl bhfi'*}�v= -Cii�f-D� t v>b iP�D L)

From the above quote, it is clear that they knew that Latin was the common language of Europe, 

and that Latin in Holland was like Chinese in Japan. 

Baba, the first translator of this encyclopedia, was a talented linguistic learner who had a high 

level of proficiency in Dutch, English, and Russian, but I have not seen any material on his Latin 

studies. I don't know whether the above quote reflects his own opinion or not. I have to delay 

discussing this subject until later. Otsuki expressed similar thiuking before. He said: 

Latin is a classical language, i.e. an ancient language in Europe. Similarly, there are 

differences between elegant language and slang in Chinese and Japanese. This topic will be 

discussed further in another place ( Otsuki, 1788, Explanation fJU §, p.3b) 9l_ 

(ff.i'ffllrl=t r J\11.£1�J � §.::. r J:rrtii!f- 1J J!f-Dii r -1::.::.�11:l-J �3U7 Jv n �o:,, :!'t 

1lff- Jv---i J\3JJ.::.tc7..) 

Admittedly, such thinking was not original. It was very early that Japanese scholars discovered the 

importance of Latin. 

In fact, his tutors, Maeno Ryotaku (m!f Ril, 1723-1803) and Sugita Genpaku, who were the 

main translators of Kaitai shinsho, expressed similar thinking long before in their work: 

France, England, and Spain, which are three different countries, have one common 

language, Latin. Similarly, Japan, China, Korea etc., every country has a different 

language, but the writing is the same in each. In the country of Holland, everything has a 
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Latin term and a Dutch term. Now we are translating every term directly from Dutch 

generally; however, for things that don't have Dutch names such as this term, we make our 

translations from Latin (Sugita, 1774, Vol.I, p.5a).10) 

(�5*���o t-Jil'J[5f!J-5l:i:o 1:_J3}tM�1i2z == 1-l·lo �1i1§ifliif05f-�1*1ivo 3!-\1::f-tBf�!flJlffi.t�o

�!illJ/ci3f!1t>t--t!1.o �5fDM�1+1-t!1.o JL��m£,�1*1iv�lmt!o 4-rJrU1[if�JIUDM!m 

t!-t!1.o Fai�1*1ivlmffl!iimt!:=lo �DJ!:tzl&o ffl1*1iv8l�o) 

Their thinking was not very precise perhaps, but they did realize the importance of that language 

in Western learning. 

On the topic of Latin studies in Japan, Miyanaga (2004, pp.1-110) has done historical research. 

He says that Japanese formally began to learn Latin when some schools of the Society of Jesus, 

such as seminaries and colleges, were set up in the 1550s. In those schools, Japanese Christians 

learned how to read and write both Japanese and Latin. Students were taught the catechism and 

songs in Latin. Grammar, too, was taught (pp.23-26). But Latin studies were interrupted as a 

result of the banning of Catholicism and the isolationist policy of the government. 

How could they obtain such information under the isolationist policy of the Tokugawa Shogunate? 

So far, I have found two clues in some works of Maeno and Arai Hakuseki (%'Ji\1:J:.SE, 1657-

1725). 

In the work titled Rangen zuihitsu shoki5 (M § �.iJi�:tJJt/lli, 1772, lit. The First Draft of Essays 

on Dutch), the former not only talked about Latin especially (In Oita Prefecture Ancient Sages 

Historical Archives, 2011, Vol. II, pp.15-16), but also remarked on the origin of his information. 

In Section 2, he said: 

It is said that there are four languages in the world: Hebreeuws [Hebrew], Latijn [Latin], 

Grieks [ Greek], and Hoog-Duits [High German]. All of the languages of the world derive 

from them. The language of Holland was separated from High German. This is the theory 

ofYoshio (In Oita Prefecture Ancient Sages Historical Archives, 2011, Vol.II, p.10). 

(it!.J'f. / [C) i3 1' �t / 7 1J 1 "'- 7" J,d 1 7' J 1 '7 T 1 :., J 1 � 1J 1 � 7' J 1 *- ::r 1' 11- J

�-1:!1,JL i:ftJf-/ i3t!�� 3 1J H:\ :$1 1J 1 :t '7:., F J / i3t!t i*-::1'1'11- J 3 1J ;it?' 

Jv 3 Y 'aii:1tOJiR:t 1)) 

Yoshio, whose full name was Yoshio Kogyu ('5"ii:UJJ:4, 1724-1800), was the chief Dutch 

interpreter (�6JM�t::kiflitltl) who wrote the preface for the Kaitai shinsho. 

In Section 3, he also said that Narabayashi, another Dutch interpreter, told him the word 

woordenboek [dictionary] was called "dictionnaire" [dictionarium] in Latin, and there were eight 

different written languages, such as Latijn [Latin], Ingles [English], and ltaliaans [Italian], and 
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that each of them also was a country name except Latin (In Oita Prefecture Ancient Sages 

Historical Archives, 2011, Vol.II, p.10). I thus feel confident that Maeno must have learned some 

Latin when he studied Dutch and other Western cultures with these interpreters. 

In Edo, Dutch interpreters from Nagasaki played an important role in Latin studies amongst 

scholars. They often accompanied the Dutch to visit the Shogunate in Edo. Dutch learners came 

to obtain Western knowledge from them as well as from the Dutch. Some also went to Nagasaki 

to study with them. Maeno and Otsuki were the ones who kept constant contact with them. 

Japanese scholars in Edo learned Dutch following Dutch interpreters, beginning officially with 

Aoki Kon'yo (w*I'E:.�, 1698-1769) and Noro Genjo (l!!f§jc::;t, 1694-1761), who started their 

studies of Dutch and knowledge of the West by order of the eighth Shogun Yoshimune ('efffc;, 

1684-1751). Noro, too, referred to the Latin language. He said: 

Latin is the language of Latin. The words are different with Dutch, and difficult to read. 

Even if one can read them, the meanings are not understandable. This language is 

widespread in both medicine and surgery. In each nation of Europe, scholars learn and 

master this elegant language (Sugimoto, 1977, Vol.II, p.116). 

( �U! }, ! \ 7 T / gpj ::::. T 1ftP @H� ll:t1;$:1 \ )( * / 'I= '1' '7 �PJ JI Wt }, Ji{� rm §'ie jJ ;r, X 3 ;,( {� rm 

t��Ji y;;f EJ31�B3A1AJIK15::::. :iJ , 1) {�·J\Ji-l}l\j;JllU!t Y $1�rnll:tx1t;\;j:j'.)(q: 

J Ji;z.. Jvg}!\{JlJ v Jg]::::. Tt��;\Jiy{� 3 Y� i§;t§[ii'J""-${�) 

Obviously, he obtained his knowledge of Latin from his tutors of Dutch and Western knowledge, 

the interpreters. In a word, Noro, Maeno, and Otsuki's studies of Latin received much benefit 

from them. 

On Latin, Arai, a scholar-official during the middle of the Tokugawa Period, said: 

All the languages over there [Europe] are different from each other. There are about three 

main languages: Hebreewus [Hebrew], Latijn [Latin], and Grieks [Greek], also called 

Hellas. Generally, all major works are written in one of these languages. · · · Latin was the 

· name of an ancient country whose details are unknown now. Greek is similar, too. The

pronunciation of Latin bears considerable similarity to ours. Every person must study this

language there. There are two scripts: one is Latin, and the other Italian [Italic]. Latin is

similar to regular script in Chinese, while Italic is alike to cursive script (Matsumura,

Bito, and Kato, 1975, p.39) 11l.

(ll:t:1J�l000)7Jj§, [l'f!tzPGTo LiJ,nt"<bJt**�-".:)f:::t±:lfo -".:)v:::8As1"'v1

'77-., =".:)v:::77:,,, =='J(:::-:\'- 1)1-::\'-7-., _x.�Asv'J-:\'-7-.t<bv)bo }l.."§c*:,.�ic

Tf:::(±, £,fll:t�O)B!� fflbo (q:illr,§-) 7 T / C: Pb!±, rjO)g}�, A,(;l:,fO)J\h§{'«
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Gi\ � 1J1�7-, ljJ'-ttlf:[P]t, 7j-::,,f:JJctli, ll:t1f!-'IHH:t§jffi-lfi'tv•bPfr 

�La �tl!::l\ �tOOO)A, ::.nt"f:if U;J'.'J i'tv•bt0)0Gi'o JZJtOOfflv9:>6Pfr 

O)*lis:, = -:J ZV> VJ o �-:J t:, '7 ·:r::,, O)*, = -:J t: 1 Y 1J -'VO)*, A '7 T::,, Ii, i:lt: 

tlf�O)lis:06 2:::'t <, 1 Y 1J -'\70)*!i, i:lv:�IFO)l;$:06 i:1J;J,tc: VJ a) 

He not only thought that Latin was a script, but also that it was as ancient and important a written 

language as Hebrew or Greek, and that everyone in Europe had to learn it. 

Arai mainly gained his information from an Italian missionary named Giovanni Battista Sidotti 

(1668-1714), who entered Japan in 1708 but was soon arrested. In 1709, Sidotti was taken to Edo 

and questioned by Arai. Based on their conversations, Arai completed his works on Western 

culture, Seiyo kibun (fil;J)'(j2fJD, lit. Annals of the Western Ocean) in Japanese and Sairan igen (* 

�� §, lit. Varying Words Observed) in Chinese during the second decade of the eighteenth 

century; some infonnation on Latin was included. 

They were able to converse with the help of Dutch interpreters. The main language used was 

perhaps Dutch, but Latin was used, too. Arai said: 

When the interpreters made mistakes in the pronunciation of his Latin words, he told them 

again and again how to pronounce them, and when they were right, he greatly praised 

them. On hearing me speak Latin words, he laughingly said, "The interpreters, 

unfortunately, as a consequence of having learned the Dutch language, find it difficult to 

get rid of their Dutch pronunciation, and do not speak like you. Perhaps it is because you 

once learned our language (Brown, 1865, p.64). 

From this quote, we can see that Latin was used, but not to what extent. 

This issue is much clearer in a copy of a document titled A Roman in Nagasaki (:&i!J�J.i::ii:il 

,�A¥, 1708) given to the Shogunate from the Nagasaki bugyo (:&ilJ��:fr). At the end of the 

document the name of the Dutchman who was director of the Dutch Trading Post in Dejima, and 

some of the interpreters employed during interrogation, are listed. This document clearly states 

that the Dutchman interpreted questions into Latin, and Sidotti answered in Latin, too; then the 

Dutchman told them what Sidotti had said (Matsumura, etc. 1975, p.95). 

About the interrogation of Sidotti in Nagasaki and Edo, Katagiri found that one of main 

interpreters, named Imamura Gen'emon (,�HiJJJt:t1trFt 1671-1736), was the chamber assistant 

(heya-kodukai, !��;J,1iv') of Engelbert Kaempfer ( 1651-1716) 12J, a German, and the author of

The History of Japan. Kaempfer served as the doctor in Dejima, and lived in Japan from 1690 to 

1692. Kaempfer taught Imamura Dutch, Physick [physics], surgery, and other Western learning; in 

return, Imamura provided the former with massive amounts of infonnation on Japan. Some 
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researchers have said that Imamura had a high proficiency of Latin and interpreted the 

conversations between Arai and Sidotti. Although Kaempfer, too, said Imamura could read and 

write Dutch better than any of the other interpreters (1727, p.iv), I have not found any direct 

material to prove that Imamura knew or studied Latin. I will do more research on this later. 

About their conversations, I want to point out another thing-that is, Western books in Chinese 

(zjjf]!glf:) were very important, too. Arai often asked Sidotti for information on geography with 

the help of Matteo Ricci's Map of the World (�il:l:$�1il), The Three Powers, illustrated with 

plates (= :tiiJ*l), The Philosophy of the Seasons (� -%JJ\:�), and Questions on Astronomy ("'J( 

*IJ!X:F.,�). Compilation of Books (lil!Hi) was mentioned, too. All of these books were popular

among other Dutch learners, such as Otsuki Gentaku and his tutor Maeno Ryotaku.

Based on Arni's material, I find that he had obtained some Latin knowledge from his conversations 

with Sidotti; Dutch, interpreters, and Western books in Chinese took an active role in their 

communication. The interpreters' studies gained benefit from not only Dutch and Dutch books, but 

also some Westerners from other countries, such as Kaempfer. Then Dutch learners gleaned Arai's 

thinking from his works. 

Perhaps the Latin level of Dutch learners was not very high; their focus was specialized 

terminology 13l. Besides transliterations, several Latin glossaries, such as (i\i1aJ§ft�r, lit. 

Explanation of Latin Words, 1824), are available. As a common language in Western Learning, 

Latin and its importance were recognized. On the valuableness of their Latin studies, it is perhaps 

as one of the Dutch learners said: 

The Latin term of each disease is marked out. The transliteration today is possibly like a 

wart [ white elephant]. However, Latin is an elegant language of the West, and the origin 

of terminologies. As a common language all over the Europe, Latin is widespread. A 

scholar who masters Latin will easily understand the meaning when he reads Dutch books, 

like meeting old acquaintances on a foreign trip, or seeing the Pole-Star when lost in the 

wilds provides much benefit for further study. Thus, no avoiding duplication, I list Latin 

terms here to set an example. (Udagawa, 1796, Introduction [fLiJU], p.2b) 

(�ffeJFUl�i\i1aJ�o :1504-Pfr§fo �Witll�o �i\i1aJ�j'&Wi$*1 i§o ��m;ffi'§\laJpJrJ]Ufo 

liJiHlftilpfrjmffl�:tftizJIU'iitfi&1\lflil-lUlzr,�r,;i��PWPH�1U!o '!?�tlitHr�:1:i�, 

J!i1iJ:�r:pff7::j��®J�41�0 :k�:i1tAf5·z.JijJ�o t!l)flxlti'lrm5FzJ2!,JE,�fiJz]![-ttto) 

To some extent, Latin studies expanded the scholars' horizons and affected acquiring fully Western 

knowledge and science after 1853, and when the country opened even after the Meiji Restoration 

( 13A iiiM�ffr). 
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Conclusion 

Kasei shinpen, as an uncompleted and uupublished historical book, contains extensive information 

on its translators and the time they lived in. Ju this paper, I have given a simple summary of 

Kasei shinpen, including some interesting and importaut infonnation about the text and something 

of its era. I will try to uuderstand the ideas of the Dutch learners with the help of the 

encyclopedia. The questions of kasei, and Japanese style in particular, need to be discussed further. 

Notes 

1) This paper was writteu for "2014 The International Couference on the Next Generation

Scholarship in Humanities" (at Yeungnam University, Korea) and "The Fifth Italian-Sino

Japanese Researchers Seminar on Language and Culture Relations" (at Sapienza University of

Rome, Italy). I have received much help and advice from Prof. Shen Guowei, Prof. Uchida

Keiichi, Prof. Matsuda Kiyoshi, Prof. Jenine Heaton, Prof. A. S. Gibbs, and PD. Ninomiya

Satoshi. To them, I would like to express my deepest gratitude.

2) For information on the author, I mainly referred to the Avertissment du Libraire (Warning of

the Bookseller) of the first French edition ( 1709) and the Preface of the first English

translation ( 1725).

3) The title of the sequels is Vervolg op M Noel Chomel Algemeen Huishoudelyk-··· I have only

collected parts of them, Vol.VIII, published in the year of 1786, and Vol.XV in 1793.

4) This letter with others was published with the title Rangaku iji monda (M*!KlJF"�'.fr, lit.

Questions and Answers on Dutch Medical Matters) in 1795, see: Kokusho Kankokai (Ed).

(1914, Vol.II, p.390).

5) As there are no numbers in the manuscript, I have marked the sections myself for ease of

explanation.

6) The English translation is quoted from James Legge ( 1879).

7) I can't quote the title page because it is long; you can see it in the front of each volume in

any French, English, Gennan, or Dutch version.

8) This list is made on the basis of Vol.I of the Japanese translation ( 1811) and the Dutch

translation ( 1778). I use "-" here to mean that translators said the corresponding Japanese or

Chinese term was unknown and needed further study; [ ] to mean the contents in it are added

myself.

9) The material mentioned here cannot be seen today.

10) Although Maeno was the leader of the translators, he didn't sign his name in the publication.

11) Arai Hakuseki: Annals of the Western Ocean, in Arai Hakuseki (1975), p.39. There also was

a similar view in his Sairan igen (*=.IJ{i3) (Vol.I-Europe) in Chinese: 1:tmAJJ§, ��4'
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ftfil�Ma ffiOO����. ®�*�� =. a�1��1��. ���. �01��. X 

������. R�*$. �ffi��ffi�(��)�*R•. ���•�. �fi��o * 

�R=. B���. 81�70�. ������•. 1�70��fi�. G#��ffl� 

1t� � a J (Manuscript held in the Waseda University Library.) 

12) I have not read the work of Katagiri, see "Gen'emon Imamura: CHRONOLOGY" made by

Wolfgang Michel (http://wolfgangmichel.web.fc2.com/ serv I ek/imamura/ chronology _engl.

html) (Aug. 18, 2014)

13) Today, some translations from Latin, such as Maeno's Seiyagasan yakubunka (E§}'f:jlljj�i;�

ti%, lit. Draft Translation of Inscriptions on Western Pictures, 1779 ), are available. See Harada

Hirosius, 2000 &2001.
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